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“S” from ESG is a difficult field
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COVID-19 pandemics has been spread globally. Companies face a huge crisis that never has before.  
What investors can do right now for sustainable requires market?  Maybe need to enhance a skill to engage 
companies to make their business more sustainable and resilience?  After this workshop, we realised that the 
workforce information is recognised as the most important factor for recovery from this crisis.

Why we chose “Workforce” for the agenda of this workshop?
This time, we focused on "Labour", one of the core competencies of companies. It is 
important to note that we will not discuss labour issues, but discuss what is necessary 
when investors judge the long-term growth and value of a company.

Also, this is our second workshop with FRC people!!
First, we were shared UK workforce corporate reporting discussion. The report that was 
issued by UK FRC Lab provides us some hints to improve disclosure.
At the same time, we wanted to discuss the impact of current pandemic on labour
matters. What managements should do especially this moment? also investors?

workshop on 

Guest from oversea 2 from UK ( Presentators )  , 1 from UK  (investors)  

Attendees 22 Investors, 7 Investor(Analysts) organization & sellside analyst, 2 pension & insurance & 
bank, 3 Information providers/Researchers,  5 Company side ( include Independent non -
executive director , support service), 3 Auditor, 1 Academic, 8 Regulator, Accounting setter & 
stock exchange, 
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FRC Labʼs Workforce-related corporate reporting

FRC had been organised discussion of workforce 
disclosure throughout 2019. The report has been 
issued in Jan. 2020.
One of the backgrounds of this discussion was the 
requirement of the latest CG code. Corporate Act 
s172 requires company managements to consider 
employee and other stakeholders.  What kind of 
information will be needed for investors? It was 
discussed in some cases. FRC

Workforce disclosure is 
connected to other issues 
such as business models, 

risk, governance… etc



What UK investors expect workforce disclosure
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Workforce issues are wide-ranging. When the necessary 
information is grouped as above, it is similar to TCFD. Workforce 
has various elements.
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What do investors want to understand, COVID-19?
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Yamato has a nation-wide network of the 
delivery system as a transportation 
company. Due to the rapid expansion of EC 
in Japan, burdens on Yamato's delivery 
people, most of them are part-time 
employees and are not enough beneficiary 
of corporate social benefit, had increased 
sharply. It was founded that Yamato did not 
make over-time payment correctly and 
received corrective recommendations by 
Labour Standard Inspection Office. As a 
result, Yamato had found difficulties in 
hiring delivery people and drivers and had 
to give up "too convenient" service for 
individual customers.
Yamato should have had sustainable service 
structure based on the sustainable human 
capital management system.

Case1 Delivery and 24 hours shop and restaurant

Investor

Impact of Declining Workforce on Business Models and Strategies
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Case1 Delivery and 24 hours shop and restaurant cont.

Investor

What do you want to company to disclose? Under COVID-19 situation
Some drug store chain or supermarket chain 
companies have already announced they would 
pay a special bonus to employees, including 
part-time workers. Also, some senior people at 
headquarters are also working at each retail 
shop to support workers.

It is also important for 
companies to be able to justify 

their employment model against 
the business model

Skylark is a Japanese restaurant chain. A shop manager died from overwork 
in the early 2000s after over 200 hours of overtime. In such a situation, it 
became difficult to invite new staff, and they tried to be an employee-
friendly company.  They decided to review all the 24-hour operations at all 
stores this January. Recently, many companies are trying to be considered 
good companies by workers. The Seven-Eleven case is a little different, and 
it's the relationship between companies and franchisees, but it's 
overworked as well. The problem is that it will not be reviewed until some 
major trouble occurs, but in Japan, labour is being reviewed now.

I want companies to disclose the number of part-time 
workers, how much paying for overtime work, and 
whether it is higher than other companies in this 
industry or not. I also want to know what kind of policy 
is in part-time recruitment, who is responsible for it, 
and which directors are responsible for it.
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Banker

In the integrated report of some tech companies issued in 2019, they recognise that 
employees are human capital, and they are trying to make a strategy for how much human 
capital can be used for corporate value creation. They suggested what kind of people to hire, 
what training to do, and how to keep good employees. It seems that not all companies can 
make such disclosures. Good disclosure of human capital is becoming important even for high-
tech companies that require higher and creative value.

I think intangible assets such as human capital are the gap between book value and market capitalization. 
I think disclosure of workforce will fill this gap.
Particularly in a labour-intensive industry, Yamato, how a good driver can be held greatly affects 
corporate value. As a result, workforce disclosure is promising. But some industries are not. For example, 
the value of the technology industry is determined by a small number of extremely talented people. 
Twenty years ago, when forecasting Apple's future revenues, could we predict the rise of Apple today 
without accurately analyzing and assessing Steve Jobs' ambitions and talents? What kind of qualitative 
and quantitative disclosure is desired for these types of industries?

The impact of the workforce on corporate value 
is complicated. There are many debates about 
what kind of metrics could be used by what 
kind of detailed information is available, what is 
to motivate employees not to leave the 
company, and so on.

There is information available in the world, 
even if the company does not disclose it. For 
example, to know how employees are retained 
by seeing whether the company is recruiting 
people or not. Even if companies want to 
control it, but data is always leaking. 
Companies have to recognize that.

Case1 Delivery and 24 hours shop and restaurant cont.
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This is a story about management and employee communication issues that occurred last 
summer. An employee at the Tokyo head office of Kaneka, a major chemical industry 
company, took childcare leave. The second day he returned to work, he received a 
transfer order. He asked if the company could wait for a few months (Because he has a 
baby just born), but his boss rejected it. He resigned, his wife posted the story on social 
media, and companies were criticized that the harassment occurred. Kaneka's reaction 
was a very primitive mistake. Kaneka was further criticized on SNS. Kaneka only 
responded to legal issues and did not consider the feelings of SNS users.

Case2 Burning in Social media

Analyst

Communication with employees and risk management

If Kaneka regularly discloses how many people 
are taking parental leave, they might at least 
tell investors that this is a particular case. 
Probably not. There were no basic numbers, so 
people blamed the company and the company 
could not defend itself either. Many companies 
may now face similar situations. Under the 
impact of COVID-19, it may be necessary to 
carry out layoffs. From the investor's 
perspective, companies should prepare for it, 
and preferably protect their employees.

This is rather risk management than 
Workforce. This company should n't give 
up a good job(responding SNS users), but 
did. Regardless of this case, it is so much 
important always to have risk governance 
based on sincere measures. I think this is a 
governance issue.
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Dentsu is a creative company that deals with big events as a PR company. A young female employee 
suffered from power harassment and sexual harassment was a suicide in 2015. There was a similar case in 
1991. And last year, Dentsu received a recommendation to correct the violation of Labor Standards Law 
due to illegal overtime. Not much attention was paid at the same time, but there was a suicide at 
Mitsubishi Electric. Five people were suicide between 2012 and 2019. There should have been more 
attention to labour issues throughout Japan. It is meaningless for a company that encounters such a case 
to declare "care for employees" or "work balance". The key of the disclosure is the number that conveys 
the work situation. I would like to know the average of medical examinations and how overtime hours 
have historically increasing /decreasing. Also, I would like to ask about the presence or absence of the 
grievance mechanism and its operation. If no one is using this mechanism despite overtime hours being 
high, the system is not working well.

Case2 harassment and suicide

ESG Analyst

Who is responsible Employee suicide? How management should explain?

Employees who work in home alone for 
COVID-19 may have a mental illness. 
Companies may face this problem.

Several companies have increased their 
disclosures about mental health at work 
in the last few years.(UK)

Kaneka‘s integrated report states that due 
consideration is given to employees and their 
families. It is important for investors to read 
the disclosed reports, but it is also important 
to make engagement companies find out 
more.



Discussion!!!
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Has anyone seen a good 
disclosure practice in this year?

Introducing a company named GMO Group. This company introduced remote-work at the end 
of January, a very early stage compared to other companies. Then, they began to publish the 
results of surveys as a disclosure material regarding how employees feel about this remote-
work. This material was very informative and helped me prepare what I should do start to 
work from home. I think it could be the company's next opportunity.

ShareAction, an investor organisation, launched Workforce 
disclosure initiative, which considers disclosure of workforce. 
They took a company survey, and the results will be 
announced soon. Looking forward to it.

I have. I was impressed with SHIFT Co. 's disclosure of COVID-19, along with their Human Resource Strategy. The 
first page describes what one of their employees was infected with and how they responded. This company 
started to request all employees to measure body temperature. And when an employee was confirmed infected, 
the company explained that he wasn't coming to the office, so no damage to the head office. Japanese 
companies now make a press release when someone is infected. SHIFT disclosed how much Hazard Pay was 
added and explained how much of the ratio worked in the home. Hazard pay is paid to people who can't work 
from home, and how much of it is paid, the amount paid per day is disclosed. In the second half of this report, 
the Long Term Human Resource Strategy and After Corona strategy are explained. Since SHIFT specializes in 
software testing process as IT company, human resource is the most important management resource to 
guarantee its quality. They now have around 3000 employees and want to increase that to 10,000. It describes 
how to recruit employees and how to promote and educate them. I think this disclosure is a very good example.

♪♪



Discussion!!! Cont.
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n Workforce reporting is very new in Japan, but today we find that Workforce matter is 
becoming more important to corporate strategies. We should discuss this topic more. 
In particular, I would like to discuss more what kind of disclosure investors should ask 
companies.

n I think the workforce is a very important issue. COVID-19 is raising anxiety for employees 
and other stakeholders. It becomes a really good tool to examine how much a company can 
really care for its employees and how to be able to build trust among employees and 
management. I wish to know if there are any good disclosure example could be from UK 
companies or Japanese companies, regarding how companies are responding to COVID-19.  
Companies have various stakeholders, and I think disclosure is really important now.

n Last week, an investee company asked me, "What should we do to maintain good 
relationships with investors, under COVID-19?”. The first thing I said was, "It's an 
emergency right now. As first aid, you just need to prove that you can survive in this 
situation. For a few months or a year, I would like you to secure the necessary cash. And 
tell it to investors properly”. But then, “I don't know how long it will take to recover or how 
much impact will be.  In the end, you will survive, I want you to explain that 
competitiveness has not changed after COVID-19. Please share the timeframe that you 
think. iI is important." I said. I think, currently, it's hard to say accurate financial 
expectations. The key is long-term viability. What I think is that investors need such non-
financial information, now.

Instead of our conclusion…

Workforce disclosure discussion is to be continued….


